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Suspecting Less and Doing Better: New Insights
on Palmprint Identification for Faster and More
Accurate Matching
Qian Zheng∗† , Ajay Kumar∗ , Gang Pan†
Abstract—This paper introduces a generalized palmprint identification framework to unify several state-of-art 2D and 3D
palmprint methods. Through this framework, we argue that methods employing one-to-one matching strategy and binary
representation for feature are more effective for palmprint identification. The analysis for the first argument is based on
a statistical matching model and is supported by outperforming results on several publicly available 2D palmprpint
databases. These two arguments are further evaluated for 3D palmprint matching and used to introduce a new method
for encoding 3D palmprint feature. The proposed 3D feature is binary and more efficiently computed. It encodes the 3D
shape of palmprint to either convex or concave. The experimental results on two publicly available, from contact-less
and contact-base 3D palmprint database of 177 and 200 subjects respectively, outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.
This paper also provides our palmprint matching algorithm(s) in public domain, unlike previous work in this area, which
will help to further advance research efforts in this area.
Index Terms—3D Palmprint, 2D Palmprint, Contactless Palmprint Matching.
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I NTRODUCTION

Automated personal identification using biometrics characteristics is one of the most critical
and challenging tasks to meet growing demand
for stringent security. There is ever growing
need to develop more accurate and efficient
biometrics matching technologies, especially
for applications like those in national ID programs such as UIDAI [21] and HANIS [24].
Therefore our objective in this paper has been
to design, develop and evaluate more accurate,
compact and faster matching algorithms for
the palmprint identification. In the context of
advancements in the matching of matching 2D
and 3D palmprints, this work introduces new
algorithms to further advance feature extraction and matching techniques in this area.
Automated personal identification using
palmprint images has attracted a lot of attention from the researchers and several methods [1], [2], [7], [8], [14], [15], [16] have been
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proposed in the literature. Reference [27] provides excellent summary of prior methods in
the palmprint literature and underlines stateof-art methods for online palmprint identification, which has also been focus of our work.
Reference [28] is the first paper on the 3D
palmprint identification published in 2008. In
this paper, we present a general framework
which can unify several state-of-art 2D and 3D
palmprint identification methods.
The key contributions from this paper can be
summarized as follows:
• We present a unified framework for
the palmprint identification and use this
framework to argue that (a) one-to-one
matching strategy and (b) binary representation of features is more accurate and
effective strategies for the palmprint identification. We also provide theoretical justification for the effectiveness of binary
features to support the second argument.
These two arguments are used to develop a
new approach for 2D palmprint matching
(referred as to Fast matching in this paper). Our experimental results on several
publicly available contact-less and contact-
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based palmprint databases illustrate significantly improvement performance over
other competing methods in the literature. Our experimental results also demonstrate other key advantages in addition to
improving the matching accuracy, which
lies in significantly reduced template size
(66.7% at least), significantly reduced feature extraction time (66.7% at least) and
the matching time (98.6% at most), making it most suitable palmprint matching
approach to-date, especially for large scale
and online applications.
• These two arguments are also evaluated
for the 3D palmprint matching and used
to propose a new method of 3D palmprint feature extraction and matching. The
proposed approach outperforms currently
available 3D palmprint matchers in the literature. Our experimental results on public available contact-less and contact-based
palmprint databases of 177 and 200 subjects not only significantly outperform the
other 3D palmprint methods, but also significantly reduces the template size (66.7%
at least), feature extraction time (66.7% at
least) and feature matching time (66.7% at
least).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the unified framework for the palmprint identification. Comparison among several competing palmprint
identification methods in the literature, two
arguments as well as a theoretical analysis for
the second argument are also presented in this
section. In Section 3, a novel 3D palmprint
feature is proposed. The experimental results
from five public available palmprint databases
are reported in Section 4 which describes key
conlusion from this paper. Section 5 concludes
this paper.
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PALMPRINT M ATCHING

In this section, we argue that one-to-one matching strategy and the binary feature representation is excepted to be more accurate and
efficient approach for the palmprint matching.
We firstly introduce a general framework for
the palmprint identification.

2.1 A Unified Framework for Palmprint
Identification
In order to comparatively analyze most promising and competing palmprint identification
methods in the literature, we firstly present
a generalized framework. Assuming that all
the palmprint images in the dataset are preprocessed, such as the image normalization
and the region of interest segmentation, this
framework is generalized to unify feature extraction and matching stage for the palmprint
identification.
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Pre-Template
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Fig. 1: A Unified Framework for Palmprint Identification.

As shown in Figure 1, the feature extraction stage consists of generalized pre-template
generation followed by their consolidation in
encoding stage. The T1 , T2 ... describe the intermediate results usually generated by the
convolution operation between filters and the
preprocessed probe. Encoding of these multiple
intermediate results generates the final feature
template which can effectively characterize the
palmprint image. The encoding operation is
usually some kind of voting technique, like
max or min operation, i.e., at certain position
of the generalized feature. Supporting Tk represents the max value over other pre-templates,
then k is marked as the feature of current
position.
The probe template, regarded as feature,
is matched to templates generated from the
gallery. Each template can be seen as a feature
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TABLE 1: Summary of several competing 2D palmprint matchers.
Method
CompCode [10]
RLOC [7]
Ordinal Code [18]

1 Pre-template
generation method
convolution
convolution
convolution

2 Number of
pre-template (r)
6
6
2

matrix, each entry on the matrix is an encoded
feature code. The feature code is generated
by voting scheme from several pre-templates.
Distance between the two templates is defined
as the sum of distance between such codes.

3 Encoding
method
min
min
max / min

4 Number of
encoding classes (λ)
6
6
2

5 Matching
method
one-to-one
one-to-many
one-to-one

it employs one-to-one matching strategy and
the sum of three distances is the final matching
distance. Table 1, which is corresponding to the
framework in Figure 1, summarizes these three
competing methods using pre-template generation method, number of pre-template, encoding
(a)
(b)
method, number of encoding classes for each
Fig. 2: (a) One-to-one and (b) one-to-many matching strategy.
code and matching strategy. For simplicity, the
There are two kinds of prominent tem- number of encoding classes for each code is
plate/feature matching strategy successfully represented by λ in the following analysis.
used in the literature, i.e. (a) one-to-one and
(b) one-to-many matching strategy. For one-toone matching strategy, the Hamming distance 2.2 Motivation
between the codes with same position is re- There are two key challenges in accurately
turned as the final distance. For one-to-many matching two palmprint images. The first one
matching strategy, the code in one template is relating to the accurate representation of feamatrix is matched to the neighborhood of the tures which is seriously influenced by the noise
corresponding code in another matrix, and the introduced on the surface due to sweat, dirt,
minimum Hamming distance is returned as the etc. The other challenge is resulting from inacfinal distance. Figure 2 illustrates these two curate alignment of matched palmprints which
strategies. Each block in this figure represents is mainly contributed from the palmprint dea feature code.
formations due to surface pressure such as
The Ordinal Code [18], robust line orienta- stretching, as palm is not a rigid surface.
tion code (RLOC) [7] and the competitive code
Most efficient methods reported in the litera(CompCode) [10] can be considered as most
ture employ feature encoding strategy instead
competing and state-of-art palmprint identiof using the numerical feature values as the
fication methods reported in the literature1 .
representative feature. Such discretization of
These methods are highly efficient and suitable
precise feature values reduces the influence
for the online palmprint matching and thereof noise and also helps to enhance matching
fore can be considered as competing. These
speed [15]. The one-to-many matching stratmethods are also summarized in Table 1.
egy may help to accommodate the misalignDuring the feature extraction stage, both of
ment between the matched templates which
the CompCode and RLOC use six spatial filters
is mainly introduced due to the deformations
to extract dominant texture orientation and
during the imaging [7].
generate one feature template. In the matchAccording to the results reported in [7]
ing stage, they use one-to-one matching stratand [18], the performance of RLOC and the Oregy and one-to-many matching strategy redinal Code are superior to that of CompCode.
spectively. The feature extraction stage of the
The comparative analysis between these methOrdinal Code only use two filters to extract
ods is discussed in the following and used to
feature and for each probe, the processing is
develop our two arguments. We also perform
repeated three times and therefore three feature
a series of experiments on publicly available
templates are generated. In the matching stage,
databases and provide experimental results in
1. The performance for palm code [20] or fusion code [14] Section 4, which further validate/support these
approaches are far below as compared to these three methods. two arguments.
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RLOC VS CompCode. According to [7], the
difference between RLOC and CompCode lies
in feature extraction and matching stage. RLOC
uses different filter to generate pre-templates
and employs one-to-many matching stage.
However, the matching speed from this strategy is very slow (the matching speed of the
CompCode is nearly 25 times faster than that of
RLOC). Besides, from our experimental results,
we find one-to-many strategy even degrades
the matching performance. Such degradation
can be attributed due to two main reasons: 1)
the deformation of palmprint data is not very
significant; 2) because of the local continuity in
feature codes and limiting encoding results, the
influence of misalignment is reduced during
the feature matching. Therefore, we can conclude that for contact palmprint data the misalignment cause by the surface deformation is
not so serious and can be reduced by some appropriately encoding strategy. Our experimental result reported in Section 4 also supports
such analysis. Therefore, our first argument is
that methods employing one-to-one matching
strategy is to be more efficient and accurate for
palmprint matching.
Ordinal Code VS CompCode. The encoding
class number (λ) for the Ordinal Code is 2
while that of the CompCode is 6. The Ordinal
Code achieves significant improvement over
the CompCode. Note that for Ordinal Code,
the feature extraction stage repeats three times.
However, we find even performing the feature
extraction once, the methods with λ = 2 are
more effective as illustrated from our experiment results. Therefore, our second argument
is that the features which are encoded using
λ = 2 are more effective than those with λ > 2.
Our theoretical analysis to further support our
argument is detailed in the following section.

matrix distance between feature matrixes. Each
entry of the feature matrix is binarized and
the Hamming distance is employed to measure
the codes’ matching distance. For simplicity,
we consider two codes’ distance is zero if they
are the same or have the same feature values,
otherwise not.
When two palmprint templates from the
same subject are being matched to ascertain
their similarity, we call this similarity distance
as intra-class matching distance or the genuine
matching distance. When two such matched
palmprints belong to two different subjects,
the matching distance is referred to as interclass matching distance or imposter matching
distance.
Let us firstly characterize inter-class matching attempts between two palmprints which
are here from two different subjects and are
unknown. Such matching attempts are effectively random events as the likelihood of the
codes, representing the palmprint features, can
be matched or not matched is equal. Therefore
we can reasonable assume2 that the distribution
of inter-class matching distance Dinter follows
Binomial distribution and can be represented
as follows:
Dinter ∼ B(ninter , p),

(1)

where p is the success probability, and ninter
represents the number or matching attempts or
trials which also depends on the size of feature
matrix. A well-designed feature extractor is expected to generate encoded code/results which
have equally likely chance of being present in
the feature template. Therefore the probability
of each of the encoded results/code in the
template should be λ1 . For inter-class matching,
two feature matrixes are expected to be uncorrelated, therefore we can assume that

1
p=1− .
(2)
2.3 Analysis on Palmprint Matching
λ
Two inter-class distance distributions with
Previous work [7], [9], [10], [18], [20] used a
feature matrix to represent the features from λ being 6 and 2 respectively are shown in
the palmprint image. The elements in such Figure 3 (a)3 .
feature matrix is always an integer number
2. Analysis of iris codes using millions of matching scores
which represents encoded feature or the feature presented
by Daugman [11] also justifies this assumption.
code. The sum of code distances between all el3. For easy illustration, we assign ninter a certain number
ements of feature matrix is used to compute the 1000.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 3: (a) Typical matching distance distribution for different
λ. (b) When λ = 6, the inter-class distance distribution and
three intra-class distance distribution with different ω.

We now analyze the intra-class matching attempts and characterize the matched code pairs
as reliable if both of the participating matching
codes are encoded in the right class4 , otherwise
we call the codes pair unreliable. The matching distances between such reliable code pairs
is expected to be certainly zero. However for
the unreliable ones, their matching distances
can still have chance to be zero. Therefore the
number of unreliable code pairs will effectively
determine the average intra-class matching distance. It may be noted that the unreliable
codes are mainly generated due to the influence
of imaging noise and/or image misalignment,
and the impact of such influences is unknown.
Therefore whether these unreliable codes can
be matched or not matched can be considered
as random (equally likely) event. Similarly we
assume intra-class matching distance Dintra follows the Binomial distribution
Dintra ∼ B(nintra , p),

(3)

nintra is the unreliable pairs number which
should be smaller than the total number of
matching code pairs. Representing ω(0 < ω <
1) as the unreliable pairs rate, on the same
database and for a given feature extractor, we
have same size for the matching templates,
thus we get nintra = ωninter . p is the success
possibility. For the unreliable pairs, as analysis
above, it is quite similar as that of inter-class
matching pair. Thus, we assume it is the same
as in inter-class matching distribution as defined in Equation 2.
Figure 3 (b) illustrates a typical distribution
of inter-class and intra-class matching scores
with different ω. It can be observed that when
4. Right class describes the actual texture/depth information.

ω becomes larger, the overlapping area between inter- and intra-class distributions also
becomes larger which can significantly degrade
the palmprint matching performance. In order to achieve accurate matching performance,
least overlap between two distributions is desirable which can be achieved with the smaller
value of ω.
Given a p, the likelihood θ that an unreliable
pair is successfully matched can be estimated
as follows
θ = 1 − (1 − p)(1 − p).

(4)

Note that ω represents the unreliable code pairs
amount, we make a reasonable assumption that
ω is proportional to θ, i.e.
ω ∝ θ.

(5)

Combining Equation (2) and Equation (4),
Equation (5) can be rewritten as
1
.
(6)
λ2
From Equation (6) we can observe that the
smaller λ resulting in the smaller ω. Therefore,
λ = 2 is desirable number of classes for encoding the extracted features.
The analysis above argues the effectiveness of binary feature representation for the
palmprint. This argument is further supported
by our experimental results on 2D palmprint
database reported in Section 4.
ω ∝1−

3

3D PALMPRINT I DENTIFICATION

There has been very little attention on the
development of algorithms for the accurate 3D
palmprint matching. In this section, we provide a brief introduction to currently used 3D
palmprint features and unify these features into
our proposed palmprint framework (Figure 1).
This framework is then used to develop a novel
feature representation for more accurately and
efficiently matching 3D palmprint images.
3.1

3D Feature for Palmprint

We can classify 3D palmprint features investigated in the literature into two categories. The
first one is based on the SI (shape index) [12].
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The SI has been widely employed to detect the
feature point on 3D face surface [13], [17], [19].
Kanhangad et al. [1], [2] introduced this approach for the 3D palmprint surface matching
and developed the surface code. They firstly
estimated the curvature from the depth image.
The surface code is the classification result according to the SI feature. The matching strategy
employed by this method is essentially one-toone matching.
Another 3D palmprint feature has been explored by Li et al. [8], [16] which is named
as the orientation-feature. They firstly preprocessed the depth image to generate MCI (mean
curvature image). Then the feature extraction
method, similar to the CompCode, is employed
on the MCI to extract the orientation-feature.
Their matching strategy is also one-to-one strategy. In their paper, fused matching score between line-feature and orientation-feature is
used for the final matching. In our analysis
and experiment, only the orientation-feature is
used for the fair comparison mainly for three
reasons: 1) The performance using only linefeature is very poor; 2) similar fusion strategy
can be applied between line-feature and surface
code or our feature; 3) line-feature is quite
different from orientation-feature, surface code
and our feature proposed in this paper.
These two methods can also be unified in
our general palmprint identification framework. For surface code, one intermediate pretemplate related to curvature is firstly generated. The classification strategy is applied
on the intermediate result to generate the final feature code. Orientation-feature is exactly
same as the CompCode which introduce in
previous section. One-to-one matching strategy
is employed on both of these methods. Table 2
presents key parameters and feature of these
two methods using framework shown in Figure 1.

superior performance. Therefore, we propose
a simple feature for 3D palmprint matching
based on above analysis. Before introducing
our feature, we firstly define a spatial filter.
Given a filter f (n) with size n × n, all the
entries of fi,j (n), i, j ∈ [1, n] are set to be n12 . In
the pre-template generation stage, our method
performs convolution operation between the
acquired depth image and these two filters
separately and two intermediate pre-templates
are generated. Maximum/Minimum encoding
method is applied on the two intermediate results to generate the feature. More specifically,
the binary feature matrix F is computed as
follows
Fi,j = τ ([f (n) ∗ I − f (m) ∗ I]i,j ),

(7)

where Fi,j is the feature value at position (i, j),
I is the preprocessed image, ∗ is convolution
operation, n and m are given parameters, [O]i,j
is the value of matrix O at position (i, j), τ (·)
is defined as
(
0, α < 0
(8)
τ (α) =
1, α ≥ 0.
Two matrixes, f (n) ∗ I and f (m) ∗ I, are two
intermediate pre-templates (Figure 1). The substraction operation is equivalent to max, min
operation as step 3 in the framework. The
parameters of the proposed feature in our
framework are shown in Table 2. By simple
derivation of Equation 7, we can efficiently use
one filter g(n, m) instead of f (n), f (m) and the
feature extraction equation can be rewritten as
Fi,j = τ ([g(n, m) ∗ I]i,j ).

(9)

The value of g(n, m) at position (i, j) is defined
as
 2
n
m
n
m − n2 , |i − m
2 | < 2 &|j − 2 | < 2
(10)
gi,j (n, m) =
2
−n ,

otherwise,

3.2 Binary Feature Representation for 3D i, j ∈ [1, m], m > n.
Palmprint
The shape of g(n, m) is similar to a hat (see
It can be observed from Table 2 that the λ for Figure 4). Each code resulting from spatial
currently developed 3D palmprint methods is filtering operation describes the shape of corlarger than 2. According to above analysis, the responding point on the 3D palmprint images,
feature with λ being 2 is expected to achieve which is either convex or concave.
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TABLE 2: Summary of 3D palmprint matchers.
Method
Surface code [2]
Orientation-feature [8]
Ours

1 Pre-template
generation method
curvature calculation
convolution
convolution

2 Number of
pre-template (r)
1
6
2

3 Encoding
method
classification
min
max / min

4 Number of
encoding classes (λ)
9
6
2

5 Matching
method
one-to-one
one-to-one
one-to-one

is more efficient than those employing one-tomany matching strategy and 2) binary repre100
sentation for the feature is more accurate and
50
efficient, i.e. the methods with λ = 2 is more
accurate and efficient than methods with λ =
0
6.
We also use two publicly available 3D palm−50
10
print databases to evaluate the effectiveness of
10
5
the proposed 3D palmprint feature. There are
5
0 0
few 3D palmprint matching methods available
Fig. 4: Spatial representation of a typical 2D filter g(3, 9).
in the literature. Therefore the experimental
comparisons are performed with the features
3.3 Matching
proposed by the respective papers which introThe one-to-one feature matching strategy is duced these databases in the public domain.
incorporated for our method. Since the feature
is binary representation, the Hamming distance
4.1 2D Palmprint: Experiment I
is equivalent to XOR distance. The matching
distance between two feature matrix A and B In order to validate the first argument, we
modify the matching stage of RLOC from onecan be computed as
to-many strategy to one-to-one matching stratΓ(A ⊗ B&M (A)&M (B))
egy. The feature extraction stage remains un, (11)
Dis(A, B) =
changed. We refer the modified one as FastΓ(M (A)&M (B))
RLOC. In [7], where the RLOC is proposed,
⊗ and & are logical XOR and AND operation, PolyU palmprint database [4] is used to estabΓ(A) computes the number of non-zero value lish superiority of RLOC than other methods.
in matrix A, M (·) is the mask matrix indicating In order to make our argument more persuathe valid region on palmprint image which is sive, the same database with same protocol is
define as follows:
employed in this experiment.
(
0, Ii,j (P ) > α
(12)
Mi,j (P ) =
1, otherwise,
Ii,j (P ) is the value of depth image P at position
(i, j), α is a given parameter that describes the
distance which is far away from the acquisition
sensor.

4

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

We present experimental results from three
Fig. 5: The ROC curves for Fast-RLOC and RLOC.
publicly available 2D palmprint and 3D palmprint databases. The verification experiments
The PolyU palmprint database contains 7,752
on 2D palmprint are used to evaluate two palmprint images with 193 individuals which
arguments presented in Section 2.3: 1) meth- is divided into 386 classes. The provided imods employing one-to-one matching strategy ages are cropped to the size of 128 × 128. As
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TABLE 3: The comparison of different methods on PolyU palmprint database.
Method
FAR (%)
FRR (%)
EER (%)

Fast-RLOC
4 × 10−5
0.94
0.089

RLOC (in [7])
4 × 10−5
1.631
0.16

RLOC
4 × 10−5
2.10
0.30

reported in [7], only the first sample of each
individual is used to construct the training set.
The training set is enlarged by rotating each
image in training set at 9◦ , 6◦ , 3◦ , -3◦ , -6◦ and
-9◦ respectively. Consequently, there are totally
seven training samples for each subject. All the
remaining images are used for testing and there
are 7,366 probes.
The ROC curve is shown in Figure 5. Table 3 shows the comparison for Fast-RLOC
and RLOC (our implementation [3] as well as
the author’s results reported in [7]). From the
curves and table, the performance achieved by
Fast-RLOC is significantly superior to the best
result reported in [7].
Besides, the computation time for the matching of Fast-RLOC is significantly smaller, i.e.
about 70 times faster than that of RLOC (Table 4). From the result, we can draw the
conclusion that for palmprint matching, the
method employing one-to-one matching strategy not only achieves superior matching accuracy but also significantly reduces the computation time.
TABLE 4: The matching speed (ms) comparison between FastRLOC and RLOC.
Method
Fast-RLOC
RLOC

Matching
0.017
1.2

Note: The experimental environment for all the experiments in
this paper is: Windows 8 Professional, Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3210M
CPU@2.50GHz, 8G RAM, VS 2010

4.2

2D Palmprint: Experiment II

The experiments in this section are used to
verify the argument on the effectiveness of
binary feature representation for 2D palmprint
matching. Firstly, we simplify the CompCode
to generate binary representation for feature.
As analyzed in Section 2.2, the CompCode uses
six filters to generate six pre-templates. In the
simplified version, two of the six filters (the
orientation of these two filters are orthogonal)
are used to generate two intermediate pretemplates and consequently binary template

Fast-CompCode
4 × 10−5
0.31
0.041

CompCode (in [7])
4 × 10−5
4.86
0.47

CompCode
4 × 10−5
2.90
0.76

is generated as final feature. The rest of implementation of the CompCode remains unchanged. In this paper, we refer this method
as Fast-CompCode.
The experiments are performed on the same
database with same protocol as above (the
same as in [7]). This experimental setting is
primarily for two reasons:
•

•

The CompCode and RLOC are introduced
in [10] and [7] respectively and evaluated on the same PolyU 2D palmprint
database [4]. Considering the performance
of RLOC is superior to the CompCode as
reported in [7], the protocol in [7] is more
challenging.
Considering the publication sequence and
research group of the CompCode [10] and
RLOC [7]. The CompCode result in [7] is
excepted to be reliable for our comparison.

Figure 6 (c) shows the ROC curves for FastCompCode and the CompCode in for experiment. As can be observed from the results,
the performance of simplified one is superior
to that of original one. In order to make the
comparison more reliable and fair, in addition
to our implementation [3], the results reported
in [7] are also shown in Table 3.
We also perform the Fast-CompCode method
on other three publicly available 2D palmprint
databases: PolyU contactless 2D/3D palmprint
database [5], IITD database [22] and CASIA
palmprint database [23]. Different protocols reported in [2], [25] and [26] are applied on these
three databases respectively for fair comparison. The ROC curves are shown in Figure 6.
As can be observed from Figure 6 and Table 3, the Fast-CompCode achieves the better
performance. Table 5 shows that the feature
extraction and matching time of binary feature representation is significantly smaller and
its template size is also significantly smaller.
Therefore we can conclude that binary feature
representation is not only more accurate but
also significantly more efficient.
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TABLE 5: The template size (bytes), feature extraction (FeaExt)
time (ms) and matching time (ms) comparison between FastCompCode and CompCode.
Method
Fast-CompCode
CompCode

4.3

(a)

Template Size
128
384

FeaExt
1.3
4.0

Matching
0.017
0.054

3D Palmprint: Experiment I

The first 3D palmprint database used for evaluation is PolyU contactless 2D/3D palmprint
database [5]. There are 177 palms collected in
two sessions, each palms has 10 2D images and
10 depth images. It also provides segmented
palmprint images and the size of each segmented image is 128 × 128. Our experiments
are performed on the 3D part of this database.
For each palmprint, we use the first 5 samples
to construct the training set and the remained
5 samples as testing samples, totally 885 for
training and 885 as testing samples. The surface
code used for palmprint matching proposed
in [2], [1] is used for comparison.
1
Genuine Acceptance Rate

(b)

0.95

0.9

Ours
Surface Code[2]
0

10
False Acceptance Rate

Fig. 7: The ROC curves for surface code and our method.
(c)

(d)
Fig. 6: The ROC curves for Fast-CompCode and CompCode on
(a) PolyU contactless 2D/3D palmprint database, (b) IITD, (c)
PolyU palmprint database and (d) CASIA palmprint database.

The ROC curve is used to evaluate the
matching performance (Figure 7). The EER
from our method is 1.84% while the EER from
surface code is 3.20%. The template size, feature extraction speed and matching speed comparison is shown in Table 6. The performance
from our method is significantly superior to
that from surface code. Besides, the template
size and computational cost of our method is
significantly smaller.
4.4

3D Palmprint: Experiment II

The PolyU 2D 3D palmprint database [6] is the
second 3D palmprint database to evaluate the
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TABLE 6: The template size (bytes), feature extraction (FeaExt)
time (ms) and matching time (ms) comparison among our
method, surface code and orientation-feature.

the training set and the other samples are used
as probes. Therefore, there are 7,600 probes
and 400 training samples. The CMC curves of
Method
Template Size FeaExt Matching
Ours
128
1.3
0.017
our method and orientation-feature are shown
Surface code
512
53.3
0.072
in Figure 9. As can be observed, our method
Orientation
384
4.0
0.054
outperforms the orientation-feature based the
proposed method. It is a contact-based palm- methods in [8].
print database from 200 subjects and has 8000
samples. The left and right palmprints from
same person can be considered as belonging to
different classes, and the total class number is
400. There are two sessions for each class. For
each class in each session, the sample number
is 10. The database also provides segmented
palmprint images, and the size of ROI is 128 ×
128.
The 3D part of this database is quite noisy as
also mentioned in reference [8]. It is a kind of
high-frequency noise and is mainly caused by
the electrical circuit hardware used for struc- Fig. 9: The CMC curves for our method and orientation-feature.
tured light based imaging. Therefore, our experiments are performed on the preprocessed
3D depth image just like as done in [8]. The 4.4.2 Verification
preprocessing method consists of MCI (mean In the verification experiment, each sample
curvature image) generation and denoising op- is matched to the other samples to generate
eration. Figure 8 shows the visualization of genuine or imposter score. There are 76,000
several samples.
genuine matching scores and 31,920,000 imposter matching scores. The ROC curves of
our method and orientation-feature are shown
Depth image
in Figure 10. The EER from our method is
0.48% while that from orientation-feature is
1.12%. The comparison between our method
and orientation-feature in Table 6 and Figure 10
MCI
again confirms that the proposed method is
significantly more accurate, efficient and results
in smaller template size.
Denoised MCI

Fig. 8: Three 3D palmprint images, their corresponding MCI,
and denoised MCI.

In order to compare the orientation-feature
proposed in [8], two experiments for this
database are performed, one for verification
and the other for recognition, just the same as
in [8].
4.4.1 Recognition
In the recognition experiment, the first sample
of each class in the database is used to construct

Fig. 10: The ROC curves for our method and orientationfeature.
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of palmprint images acquired from wild and ata-distance can help to enhance the applicability
The paper presented a general framework of palmprint matching in new domains and is
for 2D and 3D palmprint recognition. Several part of our on-going part of our further work.
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